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Wow. This month has been-to put it mildly-weird. Although we are less socially isolated than 
most of you, showing up at the store each day and having at least some customer interaction, it 
still just feels ODD not to have the tasting table open, not to welcome our favorite people (and 
dogs!) into the store, not stand close to discuss a new beer, not to allow customers to touch the 
products. In short: NOT. This has been the month of not. 
 
But we still have some great beer. In fact, the gang’s all here: Sloop, Liquid Riot, Cold 
Harbor...and on the non-hoppy side, a rare smoked Berlinerweisse, a delicious 
oat/lactose/espresso stout, and a kellerbier. Perhaps best of all, we have 2 incredible DIPAs 
from Hubbard’s Cave-one for each sixpack. Enjoy! 
 
One more ‘not’: we obviously still can’t offer you a special Beer Club beer tasting today. But...we 
CAN offer you first dibs on some Surly and City Lights beers that we expect to receive today. 
These beers are not technically distributed in MA- they came in as part of a ‘beer trade’ program 
that one of our distributors initiated. City Lights, from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is sending us a 
Coconut Porter and a Hazy IPA. Surly, from the great state of Minnesota, is sending us their 
Hell Lager and a big ol’ stack of Rocket Surgery IPA. Pricing is surprisingly reasonable, with no 
selection over $12.50/4 pk or $16/6pk. Call us (508-520-9163) or stop in with your orders. Beer 
Club members may reserve up to a 4 pk of each selection, up to 2 4pks of Rocket Surgery. All 
hail the beers of the Upper Midwest.  
 
Cheers! 
 
 
Hopheads 
 
IPA #1 Sloop Brewing Liquid Sorcery- A New England-style IPA that opens on the nose with 
tangy citrus fruit and a touch of grassy dankness. A medium-sized body carries notes of 
minneola orange and pineapple to the palate with a smooth, slightly sweet finish.  
 
IPA#2 Cold Harbor Feather’s Edge- Hopped with two of the more popular hops, Galaxy and 
Citra, this IPA comes in at 6.5% ABV. Wonderful notes of peach and mango up front gives away 
to a balancing citrus zest finish.  
 
DIPA#1 Liquid Riot A Beer Has No Name- The name of this beer comes from the fact it is not 
beholden to a specific style of IPA. It has the malt bill of a traditional English IPA, but is hopped 
with Citra, Mosaic, Idaho 7 and Chinook hops. This invokes a flavor profile reminiscent of a 
biscuit topped with a citrus jam paired with Earl Grey. 
 
DIPA#2 Hubbard’s Cave Fresh V20- This new Double IPA from Hubbard’s Cave features 
Amarillo, Citra and a hop that has only been on the market for less than a year, Sultana. 
Creamy notes of orange and pineapple up front, balanced out with a grassy finish.  
 



Mystery Hophead#1 Idle Hands Farmhouse Pale Ale- The beer formerly known as Proeme, this 
is a farmhouse ale dry-hopped with American hops. The hops give stone fruit balance to the 
bubblegum and dry, black pepper notes provided by the distinctive yeast.  
 
Mystery Hophead#2 Singlecut Hop Sounds- This is technically listed as a kolsch, but a 
traditional kolsch drinker may not agree due to the hop presence. Crisp and refreshing, this 
kolsch has notes of lemon, citrus rind and fresh cut grass. A crushable hoppy offering perfect for 
everyday drinking. 
 
Mix 6pk 
 
IPA#3 Captain Lawrence Xtra Gold- This is a fantastic gem from one of the forefathers of the 
2000’s craft beer movement. Xtra gold is a Belgian Tripel hopped with Amarillo at the hopping 
rate of an American IPA. This features aromas of toasted grain, cut grass, pineapple and 
pepper spice, with the flavor following suit with a crisp, dry finish.  
 
IPA#4 Hubbard’s Cave Single Hop Mosaic DIPA- A double IPA hopped exclusively with Mosaic 
with a malt bill to appropriately carry all the crazy flavors Mosaic has to offer. There’s a lot 
happening in this beer! A green dank, piney note starts the flavor roller coaster and then leads 
to earthy berry, tangerine and grapefruit. The body is big enough to keep all the flavors in check, 
but doesn’t become uncomfortably dense.  
 
Seasonal#1 Monchshof Kellerbier- A wonderful, traditional take on kellerbier. This will pour a 
murky, muddled amber due to one of the signatures of the style, no filtration. The nose is sweet 
toffee, butterscotch, wheat dough and a touch of fruity esters from the yeast. The flavor follows 
suit, with rich malty tones carried by a medium-sized body with a soft, gentle carbonation.  
 
Seasonal#2 Captain Lawrence Double Pull- An imperial stout utilizing oats, lactose and 
espresso from a coffee roaster local to Captain Lawrence. This stout is all about roasty, bitter 
flavor; from dark chocolate to dark roasted coffee and dark malts. Lactose was used judiciously 
to provide balance. The body of the beer is big and creamy, keeping the dark roasted flavors in 
check just enough to not come across as acrid. If you love bold, strong coffee, this is your 
imperial stout. 
 
Mystery#1 Freigeist Abraxxxas-  Lichtenhainer-weisse is a style of beer that nearly went extinct 
and wasn’t even brewed at all for 20 years despite being a staple of the Northern Germany beer 
scene for hundreds of years. As soon as you crack this open, you will notice the smokey, 
campfire aroma, but don’t judge this beer just yet. On the palate, you’re still getting the smoke, a 
touch of wheat malt sweetness and then, a wave of refreshing acidity closes out this unique 
beer. It may take a few sips to adjust the palate, but none of the flavors linger and the touch of 
acidity keeps the beer refreshing. 
 



Mystery#2 De Ranke XX Bitter- A classic Belgian beer that helped start the comeback of hoppy 
Belgian beer in the early 2000’s. The nose is a mix of yeast and hops, with spice and grapefruit 
shining through. Flavor follows with pink peppercorn, grapefruit pith and notes of herbal hops. 
The body is effervescent and dry, making for a refreshing drinking experience.  


